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“If we are not changing, we are falling behind.”
Barry Schoch, PennDOT Secretary of Transportation
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FLAGGER FORCE Employs
Innovations in Worker Visibility
on the Roadway
When your job takes place on a roadway, visibility to
motorists can be a matter of life and death. Drivers who
have been involved in crashes with pedestrians or cyclists
commonly state, “I never saw them until it was too late
to do anything.” That’s why Flagger Force Traffic Control
Services, headquartered in Hummelstown, Pa., has imposed
progressive safety standards, combined with innovative
technology to ensure their roadway crews are easily seen by
all motorists.

Whether it’s increasing worker visibility,
enhancing pedestrian safety, or working
to create more efficient traffic patterns
without compromising high standards
of safety, Flagger Force is committed to
making a difference by protecting their
people, their clients and the public.
The Federal Highway Administration states that: “Glare,
aging, disease, speed, selective perception and specific
environmental and weather conditions affect the ability to
detect and recognize objects.”
Flagger Force’s Safety Committee, an ad hoc team of
field staff, quality inspectors and safety managers who meet
monthly, recognized the value of visibility in a recent policy
proposal that affects the entire company. The committee
noted that Class E retro-reflective pants, commonly known
as “Night Pants” due to their requirement when working in
the dark, are just as effective at helping workers stand out
against the traffic landscape in the daytime. Thanks to this
recommendation, Flagger Force is now providing Class E
pants as part of their standard Personal Protective Equipment
issuance to all employees. Even though these garments are
not required in the daytime by state laws, as of January 1,
2013, all Flagger Force employees will wear Class E pants
along with their Class 2 or 3 vests on the jobsite at all times,
regardless of the time of day. This new standard dramatically
increases the amount of retro-reflective materials seen
by motorists.
In addition to the Class E pant requirement, Flagger Force
has also invested in the latest form of solar light towers. Many
jobs requiring temporary traffic control can only take place
at night, when traffic volume is low or emergency repairs are
needed as soon as possible. Unfortunately, the hours between
sunset and sunrise can be the most dangerous hours on the job.
To ensure work crews are visible to motorists at night, mobile
light towers must be illuminated and positioned close to
flaggers or other workers controlling traffic. Most light towers in

the industry are equipped with diesel-powered generators, and
thus are very noisy, emit diesel fumes and exhaust, and require
frequent refueling. Solar light towers, however, like those used
by Flagger Force, eliminate all of these issues. They are silent,
allow workers to be seen by motorists while also enabling
them to better hear approaching vehicles and are better for the
workers’ health and the environment. Solar light towers are
an investment in the safety of motorists and workers and are
yet another component helping Flagger Force to achieve their
corporate environmental goals.
Whether it’s increasing worker visibility, enhancing
pedestrian safety, or working to create more efficient traffic
patterns without compromising high standards of safety,
Flagger Force is committed to making a difference by protecting
their people, their clients and the public.
Flagger Force, in business since 2002, employs 850
safety professionals and operates a fleet of 450 vehicles
including
pickups,
pattern
trucks,
truck-mounted
attenuators and all necessary signage and equipment to
serve the Mid-Atlantic region. n

www.FlaggerForce.com
888.312.FLAG

Atlantic Concrete Cutting
now offers sawcut grooving
and diamond grinding of
concrete bridge decks.

Extends pavement life, improves rideability, sheds water
faster, reduces hydroplaning and improves braking ability.

Corporate Address:
396 North Pemberton Road
P.O. Box 98 – Mt. Holly, NJ 08060
Phone: (609) 261.7200 – Fax: (609) 261.7246
www.AtlanticConcreteCutting.com
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Column

The Year of
the Snake
Presents
Opportunity
by Robert E. Latham, CAE, APC Executive Vice President

It sounds ominous. We equate
snakes with something dangerous and untrustworthy. But, according to the Chinese Zodiac,
the Year of 2013 is the Year of
the Snake. It is the enigmatic,
intuitive, introspective, refined,
and collected of the animal
Robert E. Latham
signs. Ancient Chinese wisdom
says a snake in the house is
a good omen because it means that your family
will not starve. So, we have that going for us. This
industry has been starving for a number of years
so maybe this year a snake is a good omen.
To kick off the year, Gov. Tom Corbett has begun the move down
the homestretch toward passage of a comprehensive transportation
funding package.
Over the past several years, considerable public advocacy has taken
place to establish a political environment for passage of comprehensive funding legislation. APC has led this effort and it has
been paid for through funding from the APC Educational Trust
Fund (ETF). These efforts are outlined later in this issue.
Also in this issue you should take time to read the article outlining
the proposed federal rules on the Disadvantaged Business Enterprise Program. APC has worked closely with PennDOT’s Bureau
of Equal Opportunity over the past 30 years in interpreting the
rules and serving as a liaison with the industry to fairly implement

the program. USDOT proposes sweeping changes to the program
that in APC’s opinion would have a detrimental impact to both
DBEs and others.
Beginning on page 22, ARTBA’s Alison Premo Black previews the
2013 market outlook for transportation construction. ARTBA’s
Research and Economic Department have received two grants for
studies from the ETF over the past two years.
Along with funding recommendations, Gov. Corbett recently
announced cost savings measures within the department of
transportation. “PennDOT’s Next Generation efforts are focusing on using every dollar effectively and efficiently in delivering
transportation products. PennDOT is doing more with less while
continuing to focus on the quality of their service,” Corbett said.
Read about PennDOT’s Next Generation initiative in this issue.
The initiative, also outlined at www.ModernDOT.pa.gov,
encompasses technology improvements, employee suggestions,
and private-sector innovation to evaluate and enhance business
practices. Next Generation projects also include efficiencies
stemming from increased coordination with other state partners
and other modernization efforts.
Finally, we will feature excerpts from a recent interview with
former PennDOT Secretary and former Michael Baker CEO
Brad Mallory. Malloy’s interview will enlighten and challenge
our readers’ thinking.
This is a year of the water snake, and (according to ancient proverb) all things will be possible. “Stay alert! To gain the greatest
benefits from this year, you must use your talents wisely.”

www.paconstructors.org
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Fall Seminar is a Sweet Success
Record Number Gather in Hershey
for 34th Annual Conference
“If we are not changing, we are falling behind.”
– PennDOT Secretary Barry J. Schoch, P.E.

PA Highway Information Association (PHIA) President Tom Lawson
looks on as Secretary Schoch addresses the PHIA Board of Directors.
The Pennsylvania Highway Information Association (PHIA) Board of
Directors met in Hershey prior to the launch of the 2012 Fall Seminar
in November. Former PHIA President and current PennDOT Secretary Barry Schoch gave the PHIA Board a preview of the comments he

would share at the Fall Seminar Closing General Session later in the
week. Schoch told the directors that we are on the cusp of a funding
proposal that will be monumental and bring a much-needed boost to
the economy. He emphasized the need for comprehensive transportation funding and encouraged the organization to be active in pursuit of
it. PHIA continues to be the state’s leading public advocacy organization
dedicated to the highway industry. Schoch said it is PHIA’s diversity and
membership that will enable it to be a key advocate for advancing the
funding package when it is announced in early 2013.
In his General Session address, Schoch noted that in the last two years
PennDOT has made significant progress in modernization efforts that
have improved the agency’s efficiency, and have positioned it to assure
lawmakers that any increased revenue would be spent wisely. Schoch’s
advice to the group during the November 14-16 event was to continue
to participate in outreach efforts with the Keystone Transportation
Funding Coalition in order to let elected officials know of the strong
support that exists for addressing the funding problem.
Visit the Fall Seminar website to download presentations from the
workshop breakouts and general sessions and to view photos - www.
apcfallseminar.com.

Informal Interaction Sponsors
• Hospitality Suite
Stambaugh Ness P.C.
• Continental Breakfast
CH2M Hill
• Program Booklet
Michael Baker Jr. Inc.
• Name Badge Lanyards
Acrow Corporation of America
• Lunch Totes
Arrow Land Solutions LLC
• On-site Registration Packets
Cleveland Brothers Equipment Co. Inc.
• Registration Brochure
New Enterprise Stone & Lime Co. Inc.
• Audio/Visual
Trumbull/Lindy Paving/Gulisek
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• Hershey Lodge Key Cards
The D.S. Brown Co.
• Exhibit Hall Message Boards
Erdman Anthony
• Informal Interaction Cocktail Napkins
Fenix Group Inc.
• Daily Reader Boards
Bursich Associates Inc.
The Neel Co./T-Wall®
Trumbull/Lindy Paving/Gulisek
	WBCM
• Registration Packet Assembly
Rettew
• The Cone Luminary Project
Flagger Force

2013 APC/PennDOT Fall Seminar • November 20-22, Hershey, PA

Informal Interaction Sponsors
Ammann & Whitney
Alfred Benesch & Co.
The Louis Berger Group Inc.
Borton-Lawson
Bruce & Merrilees Electric Co. Inc.
Buchart Horn Inc.
CHA Consulting Inc.
Cherry, Weber & Associates
Cleveland Brothers Equipment
Co. Inc.
Cohen, Seglias, Pallas, Greenhall
& Furman P.C.
Cooper Trading Inc.

The EADS Group
Gannett Fleming Inc.
Gibson-Thomas Engineering
Co. Inc.
Groff Tractor & Equipment Inc.
Glenn O. Hawbaker Inc.
HCSS
HDR Engineering Inc.
HRI Inc.
HRV Conformance Verification
Associates Inc.
Johnson, Mirmiran & Thompson
KCI Technologies

Kriger Construction Inc.
The Lane Construction Corp.
Loftus Construction Inc.
Malick & Scherer PC
Markosky Engineering Group Inc.
McTish, Kunkel & Associates
Modjeski and Masters Inc.
Allan A. Myers
Newcrete Products
Parsons Brinckerhoff
Pennsy Supply Inc.
Post & Schell P.C.
The Reinforced Earth Co.

RK&K
Road-Con Inc.
SAI Consulting Engineers
Skelly & Loy Inc.
STV Incorporated
Swank Construction Co. LLC
Terra-Mechanics Inc.
Titusville Fabricators
TRC
Trumbull/Lindy Paving/Gulisek
Tucker Arensberg P.C.
T. W. Consultants Inc.
Urban Engineers Inc.

Evonik Cyro
Flagger Force
GAI Consultants Inc.
Geotech Services Inc.
Greenman-Pedersen Inc.
Groff Tractor & Equipment Inc.
GTS Technologies Inc.
H2 Engineering Services Inc.
HAKS Engineers P.C.
Halferty Metals Co.
Hall Industries Inc.
Hatch Mott MacDonald
Haydon Bolts Inc.
Hayward Baker
High Steel Structures Inc.
Highway Equipment
& Supply Co.
Hill & Smith
HILTI Inc.
Horizon Signal
HRV Conformance Verification
Associates Inc.
HTNE Hydrodemolition Services
I & I Slingmax Rigging Solutions
ICE® – International
Construction Equipment
JBC Associates Inc.
Jobsite Products Inc.
Johnson, Mirmiran & Thompson
L. R. Kimball
KS Engineers PC
Land & Mapping Services
LandMarker Geospatial LLC
LB Water
P. Joseph Lehman Inc.

Lotus Environmental Consulting
Mabey Inc.
A. D. Marble & Co.
McClain & Co. Inc.
MESH Consulting LLC
Metal Dek Group a unit of CSi
Metal Foundations
A.C. Miller Concrete Products Inc.
Modjeski and Masters Inc.
Moretrench
Multiquip/Sanders
Navarro & Wright Consulting
Engineers
The Neel Company/T-Wall®
Newcrete Products
Northeast Prestressed Products
NTM Engineering Inc.
Oldcastle Precast
PA Asphalt Pavement Assoc.
PA Concrete Pipe Assoc.
Pennoni Associates
Pexco, Davidson Traffic
Control Products
Pickering, Corts & Summerson
Poseidon Barge
Prime Engineering Inc.
Protection Services Inc.
The Quikrete Companies
Rae-Lyn Enterprises Inc.
Rampart Hydro Services LP
The Reinforced Earth Co.
Rettew
RK&K
Seismic Energy Products
SNAP-TITE

So-Deep Inc.
Spec Formliners
Specialized Engineering
Strawser Construction Inc.
STV Incorporated
Susquehanna Civil Inc.
Terra-Mechanics Inc.
Terre Hill Concrete Products
Traffic Planning and Design Inc.
Transpo Industries Inc.
TranSystems
Trinity Highway Products
Urban Engineers Inc.
Vector Corrosion Technologies
Wallace Montgomery
R. J. Watson Inc.
Watson Bowman Acme
The L. C. Whitford Materials Co.
Whitman, Requardt & Associates
Widmer Engineering Inc.
George L. Wilson Co. Inc.
Young Galvanizing Inc.

Exhibitors
ACPA Penn Chapter
Acrow Bridge
Advanced Drainage Systems Inc.
AeroMetric Inc.
All Crane Rental of PA
Alpha Corp.
Architectural Polymers
Arora and Associates P.C.
ARROW Land Solutions LLC
ASC Group Inc.
ASHE Harrisburg Section
AZZ Galvanizing
Barton & Loguidice P.C.
Beth’s Barricades
BGFMA
BL Companies Inc.
Boyd Instrument & Supply Co.
Brayman Construction Corp.
D.S. Brown
Callahan Paving Products Inc.
CC Consulting Corp.
CDP Inc.
Century Engineering Inc.
Cherry, Weber & Associates
Cleveland Brothers Equip. Co.
Concrete Simplicity Consulting
& Supply LLC
Contech Construction Products
Cooper Trading Inc.
M.H. Corbin Inc.
CTS Cement Manufacturing Corp.
Czop/Specter Inc.
Dawood Engineering Inc.
Envision Consultants Ltd.
Equipment Corp. of America

Exhibit Break Sponsors
ASHE Harrisburg Section
P. Joseph Lehman Inc.
McClain & Co. Inc.
Moretrench
Widmer Engineering
Whitman, Requardt &
Associates LLP

www.paconstructors.org
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Six new directors were recently elected by the membership to
serve on the APC Board. We welcome them to the leadership
team and look forward to their guidance in advancing the
goals and objectives of the association.

Barry A. Epley, P.E., Sr. Vice President
Johnson, Mirmiran & Thompson Inc. (JMT)
Epley brings to
the board more
than 30 years of
experience in the
highway industry.
Working from
JMT’s York office,
Epley serves as
JMT’s PA Regional Manager
overseeing offices
in Pittsburgh, York,
Allentown, and Philadelphia. He is responsible for implementing JMT’s corporate
strategic growth plan, as well as managing
operations and business development across
the Commonwealth.
Epley started in the industry as a bridge design
engineer and has been involved in many of
JMT’s largest projects in the state. He also has
developed long-standing working relationships
with a number of APC member firms through
construction support design services as well as
design-build opportunities.
The current American Council of Engineering Companies of Pennsylvania (ACEC/PA)
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vice president, Epley will serve as its president
in 2014.
Epley looks forward to working with the APC
Board to further strengthen the highway industry in Pennsylvania.
Michael B. Glezer, CEO
G.A. & F.C. Wagman Inc. and
President/CEO of Wagman Companies Inc.
Glezer started
his career as an
environmental
engineer in the
Boston area before
relocating to York
with his wife, Lisa
Wagman Glezer,
to join the Wagman Companies
as part of the
fourth generation of the family owned business in 2001.
Starting as a project engineer, Glezer worked
in many areas assuming more responsibility,
and prior to being named CEO, served as
president/COO of Wagman Companies Inc.
(the management and holding company of
both G.A. & F.C. Wagman Inc. and Wagman Construction Inc.).

Glezer received his B.S. degree from the University
of Delaware and Executive Masters in Business
and Administration from Loyola University in
Baltimore. He went through ARTBA’s Young Executive Development Program (YEDP) in 2007
and is a member of its Young Executive Leadership Council (YELC). Glezer is also a member of
APC’s Long Range Planning Committee.
Michael Hawbaker, Executive Vice
President – Materials
Glenn O. Hawbaker Inc. (GOH)
GOH, headquartered in State College, is a provider
of heavy-construction services and
products. GOH
currently operates quarries and
asphalt production
facilities across
Pennsylvania and
southern New
York, as well as regional operations centers.
Hawbaker has served as a director of the corporation since 2007.
He is the current chairman of the Pennsylvania
Aggregates and Concrete Association (PACA).

Kevin L. Johnson, P.E., President
Traffic Planning and Design Inc.
Johnson oversees
offices in Pottstown,
Allentown, Harrisburg, Pittsburgh,
Doylestown, and
Camden, NJ. He
manages all business and relationship development in
the eastern half of
Pennsylvania.
Johnson served on Gov. Corbett’s Transportation Funding Advisory Commission and has
been heavily involved in the Keystone Transportation Funding Coalition meetings, which help
educate elected state officials and the business
community on why transportation funding
needs to be their primary focus. Johnson has
also been very active working with elected
officials in Washington to ensure there was no
catastrophic decrease in overall funding levels,
to identify methods of streamlining project deliveries, and to develop strategies for increasing
transportation funding.

numerous large projects and plant operations in
several states over the years.
Luzier currently serves on the Pennsylvania
Asphalt Pavement Association (PAPA) and
Constructors Association of Western Pennsylvania (CAWP) boards, and looks forward to
serving on the APC Board.
Andrew Swank, President
Swank Construction Co. LLC
Swank is the fourth
generation Swank
in the business
and is son of current APC Board
Member Russell
C. Swank III,
grandson of APC
Past President and
former APC Board
Member Russell

C. Swank Jr., and, yes, great grandson of former
APC Board Member Russell C. Swank. His
current duties include oversight of all sawing
and sealing and heavy construction activities at
the company.
He started in the business as a laborer during
his summers while in college. After graduating
in 2001, Swank returned to the business in 2003
as a project manager. He continued in that
role until 2011, at which time he and his father
completed ownership succession planning which
placed him in his current position.
Swank looks forward to building relationships
with his fellow board members along with the
association’s primary customers, PennDOT and
the Pennsylvania Turnpike Commission.
He also serves on the board of the Pennsylvania Highway Information Association
(PHIA).

The Value of Experience

Johnson serves on the SEPTA Board of Directors where he has been appointed by Chairman
Deon to chair the Administrative and Audit
Committees and serve as vice chairman of the
Operations Committee.
Dennis A. Luzier, District Manager
The Lane Construction Corp.
Luzier has more
than 20 years of
experience in the
heavy/highway construction industry
and currently works
in Lane’s Pittsburgh
District office,
which encompasses
Pennsylvania, Ohio,
West Virginia,
and Western New
York. He began his career with Lane as a young
Penn State engineer and has been involved with

Innovative Use of Reinforced Earth® Systems
University of Pennsylvania Sports Complex

Do You Know?
Reinforced Earth systems are a viable solution to a wide range of
applications, including public and commercial facilities, waterways and
dams, industrial and mining, and railway structures.

REINFORCED EARTH®

Corporate Headquarters New Location
12001 Sunrise Valley Drive, Ste 400
Reston, Virginia 20191

800.446.5700
www.reinforcedearth.com

www.paconstructors.org
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APC Educational
Trust Fund –
Still Ahead of its Time

by Robert E. Latham, CAE, APC Executive Vice President

Gov. Tom Corbett
has begun the
move down the
homestretch
toward passage
of a comprehensive
transportation
funding package.
In November, during the annual APC/PennDOT Fall Seminar,
PennDOT Secretary Barry Schoch remarked that he is “more optimistic
than ever” that a comprehensive package is within reach. APC and the
Keystone Transportation Funding Coalition continue to press the legislature that the plan has to be comprehensive and robust.
Over the past several years, considerable public advocacy has taken place
to establish a political environment for passage of comprehensive funding legislation. APC has led this effort and it has been paid for through
funding from the APC Educational Trust Fund (ETF).
Since 1971, APC’s ETF has provided staunch leadership. The fund
was established by several forward-thinking individuals with the able
stewardship of W. Guy Gunn, APC’s executive vice president. The idea
was to establish a vehicle to fund public information and advocacy for
improved funding for the newly established Pennsylvania Department
of Transportation (PennDOT), previously Department of Highways.
APC contractor members were to pay 1/20th of 1 percent of their annual contract volume on a volunteer basis to the ETF to fund the activities of the Pennsylvania Highway Information Association, with mascot
“Frankie PHIA,” along with TRIP and other special projects to bring
12
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information to the public regarding the benefits of safer, more efficient
roads and bridges in the Commonwealth.
Today, APC’s ETF is the vehicle that pays for the advocacy that has
led to the potential passage of a monumental funding package. The
APC ETF is responsible for:
• The Keystone Transportation Funding Coalition’s bi-weekly
		newsletter
• Organizing local and regional chambers of commerce support
		 for transportation funding
• Organizing non-industry groups to voice their support via
		 op-ed pieces and letters to the editor of local newspapers
• Funding support for organizing the Keystone Coalition’s
		 grassroots meetings with legislators – nearly the entire
		 General Assembly has been contacted this fall and winter
• Appearances by APC on PA Newsmakers with Terry Madonna
• Operations and continued information leadership by the
		 Pennsylvania Highway Information Association (PHIA)
• Funding www.ReConnectPA.org and the information found
		 on the webpage; research and production of metrics found on
		 the site were funded by the ETF
• Planning and function costs of the February Transportation
		Summit: “Investing in Modern Mobility” – held in Harrisburg
• Funding Economic Impact studies in 2010 and 2013
• Funding for The Road Information Program’s (TRIP) past
		 and pending reports on the importance of investing in
		 Pennsylvania’s transportation system
• A new compact disk – podcast that tells the story of
		 “Investing in Modern Mobility.” The CD is to be released
		 at the February 11 Summit and presented to all members
		 of the General Assembly

a minimum $500 per company and to enroll in the voluntary dues volume participation program.
In the meantime, please consider what a $1 billion increase in
PennDOT’s program, along with funding for local and multi-modal
capital projects, means to your business.

APC Executive Vice President Bob Latham (right) appeared on the Dec.
16, 2012, Pennsylvania Newsmakers television broadcast with host
Terry Madonna and Dave Patti (center), president and CEO of the
Pennsylvania Business Council.

APC Educational Trust Fund Trustees
• Basil A. Shorb III, Elderlee Inc., Chairman
• Carol H. Brady, C. H. & D. Enterprises Inc.
• Timothy J. Crotty, Susquehanna Supply Co.
• Donald L. Detwiler, New Enterprise Stone & Lime Co. Inc.
• Cyril C. Dunmire Jr., Retired, Stabler Companies Inc.
• Daniel R. Hawbaker, Glenn O. Hawbaker Inc.
• Craig A. Hoogstraten, James J. Anderson Construction Co. Inc.
• John R. Kibblehouse Sr., Haines & Kibblehouse Inc.
• Robert E. Latham, Associated Pennsylvania Constructors
• John F. McCaskie, Swank Construction Co. LLC

The APC ETF deserves and needs your financial support. The APC
Board of Directors has established a new funding ETF plan that needs
industry participation. All contractor members are asked to contribute

Creating Value ...

Crea�ng value by delivering
innova�ve and sustainable
solu�ons for infrastructure
and the environment.

... Delivering Solutions
Planning • Environmental • Roadway & Bridge Design
Traﬃc Engineering • Geospa�al Technologies • Design-Build
Geotechnical • Construc�on Management and Inspec�on
Cost Es�ma�on, Scheduling and Claims Analysis • Surveying
Pipeline Design • Marcellus Shale Support

Pennsylvania Oﬃces:
Allentown • Beaver • Gibsonia • Harrisburg • Horsham
Moon Township • Philadelphia • Pi�sburgh • Towanda
Airside Business Park, 100 Airside Drive
Moon Township, PA 15108
1.800.553.1153 • www.mbakercorp.com

Diversity, Flexibility and Dedication to
Excellence keep NPP on the Leading Edge
of the Prestressed / Precast Concrete Industry

Northeast Prestressed
Products, LLC

Precast Concrete Technology
121 River Street Cressona, PA 17929
Phone: (570) 385-2352 • Fax: (570) 385-5679
www.nppbeams.com • info@nppbeams.com
Daniel J. Ploch (570) 573-0535
Gerald S. Kresge (570) 573-1938
Manufacturers & Design of Prestressed / Precast Concrete
Bridge Beams & Substructure Components

www.paconstructors.org
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Brad Mallory was at the PennDOT helm the last time Pennsylvania enacted a transportation
funding increase 15 years ago.
The former PennDOT secretary (1995-2002) sat down for a 30-minute interview recently
and shared his thoughts about the recent transportation funding initiative. Highway Builder
is pleased to provide excerpts from that interview. To see the interview in its entirety, please
visit http://vimeo.com/55978354.
Highway Builder: We’ve seen from public
opinion data that most Pennsylvanians
recognize the need to address transportation funding. But I’ve heard people who
are very close to the issue comment that
the problem in Pennsylvania is even worse
than many people realize. What’s your
perspective on the condition of our transportation system?
Mallory: “It’s difficult to get your arms around,
or your head around a problem as large as
transportation funding because it relates to so many aspects. A useful way to
think about this is your own home. Let’s say you live in a brand new house.
And maybe you don’t take the care of it that you should. Frankly, it will be
many years before your mistakes haunt you, before the bill comes due. But
let’s imagine that you live in a very old home, and the roof hasn’t been maintained for many, many years, and you make a few critical mistakes, and all of
a sudden, literally, there is water pouring down the middle of your house, destroying framing, creating mold, you’re moving out, it’s 10, 20, 30 thousand
dollars in terms of repair. That’s Pennsylvania’s transportation system.”
Brad Mallory

HB: Are you optimistic that a funding solution is within reach now?
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Mallory: “I am optimistic. I’d be less than candid with you if I would have
said that same thing perhaps a year ago … As they say, we’ll try everything
else, and when all other options have failed, we’ll do what we need to do.
And I believe we’re almost at that point.”

HB: What do you see as Pennsylvania’s most pressing
transportation needs?
Mallory: “I would highlight bridges. A bridge is either ‘on’ or it’s ‘off.’ You
can either drive across it safely, or you can’t. And when a bridge is closed,
or even when it’s seriously weight-restricted because of deteriorating conditions, effectively that bridge is closed for the farmer who has to get his
milk to market on the other side, or for the kids who have to walk across
the bridge to get on the school bus in the morning because it won’t hold
the weight of a loaded school bus, or the fire truck that can’t get to your
house. We have one of the largest bridge populations in the country, and
one of the oldest, in one of the wetter states, where you of course have the
proverbial freeze-thaw cycle, and so our bridges are in worse shape.”

HB: In the past, Pennsylvania spent a significant portion of its
transportation budget on new capacity, but in recent years new
capacity is almost down to zero. Talk about why new capacity
is important.

Mallory: “New capacity refers (for example) to the adding of a lane to a
highway that is severely congested and restricted today. In the Harrisburg area, if you were driving on Interstate 81, much of the day (is) heavy
truck traffic. It’s used heavily as a local road. And so, the thing is just
plugged. There’s a clear recognition from transportation experts in most
parts of the country that we probably ought to be adding at least one
lane to Interstate 81 from Virginia up through New York State. It would
be phenomenally expensive and phenomenally difficult, but that would
be an additional capacity project.”

HB: PennDOT Secretary Barry Schoch has talked extensively about
PennDOT’s modernization efforts. What are you seeing in terms of
improved efficiency at PennDOT?
Mallory: “(Barry Schoch) has created these problem-solving teams addressing the wide range of issues, to improve service, to reduce the cost of
providing services … And so, the fact that they are working so aggressively,
and that they did this before he said we’re going to need additional money,
is exactly the right thing to do.”

HB: How much of a dent will increased efficiency make in reducing
that $3.5 billion gap?
Mallory: “You can’t put much more than a dimple in a problem of that
size. Let’s say your operating budget is $500 million. Are you going to
make it 20 percent more effective overnight? I doubt it, but let’s imagine
that you could. So, there’s $100 million … You’re just fooling yourself if
you think that, in and of itself, is sufficient to solve the problem, because
it just isn’t.”

HB: What are some of the key differences between the recommendations in the Transportation Funding Advisory Commission report and
the things that have been accomplished in the past?
Mallory: “I think the single-most important thing was the recognition
that we needed in some way to create a funding stream that responded
over time to the need … There is a cap on fuel taxation in Pennsylvania
(and) the cap effectively means that people are paying a much lower percentage of tax today relative to the overall price than they ever were. And
then when you layer inflation in over time on top of that, it means that the
dollars that are there can produce and buy much less.”

HB: In general terms, if a comprehensive plan is enacted, what
will Pennsylvanians begin to see toward the end of the “Decade of
Investment?”
Mallory: “I think well before the end of the decade they will see pavement
conditions improve again. I drive about 25,000 miles per year in Pennsylvania, and it is very clear that as the buying power of our transportation dollars
decreases, and the age of most of our facilities has increased, the pavement
conditions have been worsening … Secondly, they will see the trend line on
our bridge problem go the other way … Thirdly, I believe they will see the
rebirth of some appropriate new capacity projects … But it won’t just be in
terms of highways and bridges. I think we will see the funding stream and the
service levels of our large transit and rural transit agencies stabilize as well …
In general, I think they’ll see a transportation system that is safer, that is just
more pleasant, that supports their economic aspirations, that gets their families
and children, and friends, and relatives, and themselves home alive.”

HB: Who benefits the most from a comprehensive plan? Is it the
urban areas, suburban areas? Do rural areas get the shaft?
Mallory: “I grew up in Tioga County, and I’d head up north of Williamsport, and they’d be telling me, ‘We’ve never had a penny spent up here.
Philadelphia gets all the money, or Harrisburg, or Pittsburgh.’ And as you
might guess, you’d go to Philadelphia, and ‘Pittsburgh got it all.’ And you’d
go to Pittsburgh, and ‘Philadelphia got it all.’ And after about six months
of this, I started saying to people, ‘Folks, you’re all telling me the other gets
it all. What does that tell you? The political process tends, at the end of the
day, to even all of this stuff out.”
Editor’s note:
Mallory was recently appointed PennDOT Deputy Secretary for Administration. He succeeds Mark Compton who has moved to the Pennsylvania
Turnpike Commission, serving as CEO.

HB: From your perspective as the PennDOT secretary who was at the
helm the last time the gas tax was adjusted, what are some of the
key things that need to happen in order to get a positive outcome?
Mallory: “First, I think you need to tell people the story. You need to
help people understand a large, complex issue. One of the reasons I have
as high a regard for Barry Schoch as I do is he’s very good at that, and he
understands the fundamental nature of that. He is out talking to chambers
of commerce, to newspapers … And then, the people’s elected representatives have to decide whether they’re going to cast their vote on behalf of
their constituents.”
www.paconstructors.org
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Equipment Corporation of America (ECA) was founded in 1918 as a provider of construction,
industrial and material handling equipment. Today, ECA focuses primarily on the Foundation
Industry and is a premier distributor of Drilling Equipment for Large Diameter Drilled
Shafts, Small Diameter Drills for Earth Retention, Dedicated Piling Rigs and Pile Driving
Equipment and Accessories. We offer a full array of new equipment manufactured by the
Bauer Machine Group and Affiliated companies, supports a large and diverse rental fleet,
and provides parts and service from their five locations. Just as in 1918, ECA is the premier
provider of reliable and innovative products, services and solutions to the construction industry.
PROVEN EXPERTISE

SERVICE S & TE CHNOLOGIE S

ECA is consistently represented on nearly every
major and high profile project across the U.S and
Canada, and in a variety of capacities. Our success
stems from the diversity of our product lines, our
best-in-class service and our specialized knowledge
to adapt equipment to a variety of projects.

➭ New and Used Equipment Sales and Rentals
➭ Large Diameter Drill Rigs
➭ Soil Mixing@ Slurry Wall Equipment
➭ Earth Retention & Micropile Drills
➭ Fixed & Telescopic Mast Mobile Piling Rigs
➭ Pile Driving Equipment
- Diesel
- Air
- Hydraulic Impact
- Free Hanging Vibratory Hammers
- Excavator Mounted Vibratory Hammers
➭ Drilling Tools and Accessories
➭ Overburden Drilling Systems
➭ Sectional Casing Systems
➭ Equipment Service and Rebuilding
➭ Welding & Fabricating
➭ Field Service Fleet
➭ Parts, Accessories, Replacement Drill Teeth

This knowledge and demonstrated success has
placed our employees and equipment in crucial roles
when and where they are needed the most. Like
the widening projects on the Pennsylvania and New
Jersey Turnpikes, Ground Zero, levee restoration
in the Gulf after Hurricane Katrina, and the
post-collapse replacement of the Mississippi River
Bridge in Minneapolis. Stadiums? We have had our
equipment on basically every major stadium built
east of the Mississippi. Environmentally sensitive
projects? We have solved customer problems where
local emission standards have exceeded Federal
EPA standards or where the use of biodegradable
and synthetic oils are required.

Find out how we can build a foundation together. 1.800.PILE-USA -or- www.ecanet.com

EQUIPMENT CORPORATION OF AMERICA

B U I L D I N G F O U N DATI O N S S I N C E 1 91 8

PITTSBURGH
PO Box 306
Coraopolis, PA 15108
P 412.264.4480
F 412.264.1158

PHILADELPHIA
PO Box 837
Aldan, PA 19018
P 610.626.2200
F 610.626.2245

WASHINGTON, D.C.
6300 Foxley Road
Upper Marlboro, MD 20772
P 301.599.1300
F 301.599.1597

TORONTO
166 Bentworth Ave
Toronto, Ontario M6A 1P7
P 416.787.4259
F 416.787.4362

www.paconstructors.org
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PennDOT Modernization ...
A Progress Report
by Barry J. Schoch, P.E., Secretary
Pennsylvania Department of Transportation

I am proud to present you with the Pennsylvania Department
of Transportation’s (PennDOT) Next Generation (PNG) Report
Summary. This report details PennDOT’s efforts and accomplishments in modernizing the way we work to efficiently deliver the
transportation system on which Pennsylvanians depend.
If we are not changing, we are falling behind. In this environment of a tough
economy, citizens want assurance that government is making the best use of
every tax dollar. That’s what PNG is all about – working to ensure that we
are making the best use of the funding we receive by increasing efficiencies
and enhancing current practices.
PNG’s goals are to modernize and optimize processes, policies, and procedures to strengthen how we work, shorten project delivery, and improve
internal and external customer service while looking for ways to cut costs
and realign current resources. “We’ve always done it that way” is no longer a
reason not to implement or investigate better ideas.
We’re not only looking at our agency internally – our efforts involve external
partners, our federal and state government counterparts, industry stakeholders, local governments, and our employees, all working to create an atmosphere of collaboration toward continuous improvement.
This report will take you through our innovative initiatives, such as PNG
projects, Mapping the Future, Modernization Initiatives, the State Transportation Innovation Council, and IdeaLink. All of these efforts contribute
to the PNG initiative. Four PNG pilot projects have already demonstrated
that substantial cost savings can be achieved by thinking collaboratively and
exploring new avenues. Through our various modernization efforts we hope
to create a sustainable and lasting change in the department that will be
instilled in the culture of the agency’s operations.
I look forward to updating you on the status, achievements, and cost savings
produced through these efforts as they are systematically implemented.
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PennDOT Next Generation
What is Next Generation?
A fresh review of PennDOT’s policies, processes, procedures, and
programs to:
• Examine our functions and create new efficiencies
• Refresh and advance our business practices and technology
• Create a culture of continuous improvement
Why now?
At PennDOT, our employees are driving improvements with Next
Generation to:
Diminish recurring cost of services – better use of taxpayer money
Become a better business partner
Be a better employer to attract and retain quality employees
Be a national leader in research and new products
Improve the public’s confidence
What are the Components?
Next Generation is the combination of five distinct initiatives:
PennDOT Next Generation Projects – Engage PennDOT
management and staff to refresh and advance business practices
and technology.
Mapping the Future – Coordination among PennDOT, the Turnpike
Commission (PTC), the Department of Conservation and Natural
Resources (DCNR), and other agencies to save resources and avoid
duplicating efforts.
Modernization Initiatives – Delivering on the Transportation
Funding Advisory Commission’s and department’s modernization
recommendations.
State Transportation Innovation Council – A public/private/institutional approach to adopt and cultivate innovative technologies and
techniques to expedite project delivery.
IdeaLink – Bottom-up approach that empowers all employees to submit
innovative ideas to improve workplace safety and enhance operations.

	Total Projected Annual Savings: $50 - 75 million
Notes:
• $12 million in one-time PTC savings is depicted on the graph but
not included in the annual total.
• The State Transportation Innovation Council and IdeaLink are also
implementing valuable initiatives, with cost savings to be identified
in the future.

How Did We Do It?
Projected Annual Savings
PennDOT Next Generation Projects
Implement Safety Culture changes
Implement ePermitting for
		 Highway Occupancy Permits
Improve Right-of-Way
		 program services
Improve bridge inspection process
		 and procedures

$1,900,000
$1,200,000

Savings for
PennDOT

$540,000

New Enterprise
Stone & Lime Co., Inc.
 Blacktop
 Crushed Stone
 Ready-Mix
Concrete

Tangible Results

 Lime

Mapping the Future

Next Generation
PennDOT

$4,000,000

 Free Estimates
 No Job Too Big
or Too Small

PTC
DCNR
PennDOT

PennDOT
Local
Governments
Transit Agencies

Serving Commercial
& Residential
Customers Since 1924
Corporate Office: (814) 766-2211  www.nesl.com

Modernization

PA H.I. Contractors Lic. #PA037617

www.paconstructors.org
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Mapping the Future
Share design standards for Somerset
		 maintenance facility
$12,000,000*
Coordinate consultant
		 inspection services
$200,000
Join PennDOT’s Accuweather contract
$50,000
Share personnel training and
		 procurement procedures
$20,000
Utilize PennDOT’s mailing
		 operations services
$10,000
Share training services with the
		 Turnpike Commission
$30,000
Modernization Initiatives
Bundle delivery of multiple
		 individual bridge projects
Implement contract negotiations –
		 Port Authority of Allegheny County
Consolidate transit agencies
		 (current and future)
Implement Risk Management
		 Strategic Plan
Require business partners’ participation
		 in online vehicle programs
Reduce duplicative reviews for design
		 of minor projects
Consolidate wireless accounts
Other

$12,000,000
$20,700,000

What’s Next?
Savings
for PTC

Savings
for DCNR
Savings
for PennDOT

Savings
for Local
Governments
Savings for
Transit Agencies

$1,600,000
$4,000,000
$3,000,000

Savings for
PennDOT

$500,000
$500,000
$3,000,000

*one-time savings for 2012 fiscal year

Better Business and Other Improvements
• Local Bridge Bundling reduces costs up to 40 percent in design
		 and expedites project delivery.
• ePermitting for HOPs
has reduced review
time from 45 to 10 days.
• Local Road and Bridge
Data Collection for
better management
Design-Build
Traffic Engineering
of local infrastructure.
• Immediate issuance
of temporary parking
Transportation Design
placards to persons
WR&A, a multi-disciplinary consulting
with disabilities.
firm, offers a full range of
• Streamlined permit
engineering, planning,
process for the motor
environmental, and
carrier industry.
construction management services.
Recognized as a Top 120 ENR firm,
• Safety-First initiative
WR&A designs innovative and
to maximize on–thecost-effective solutions
job safety and reduce
for its public and private sector clients.
worker’s compensation
www.wrallp.com
payouts.
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Moving forward with Next Generation …
• 30 new projects are currently underway; more than 200 projects
under review.
• Better use of resources and taxpayer money.
• Winter services project expected to save up to $10 million per year.
• Sponsorship project with a potential to generate $1 million.
• Process improvements will be achieved for better service.
Mapping the Future of Agency Coordination …
• PennDOT will enhance collaboration between state agencies to
align areas in maintenance, operations, registration, and licensing with:
• Turnpike Commission
• Department of Conservation and Natural Resources
• Fish and Boat Commission
• Additional inter-agency collaborations will also be considered in
the future.
Continued improvement in the way PennDOT does
business …
• Evaluating pilot programs for expanded use:
• Implement roundabouts at strategic locations to reduce crashes
		 and save local governments approximately $4,000 annually per site
		(signal energy).
• Elimination of certain bridges on low volume roads will save up to
		$1.5 million.
• Package the delivery of multiple individual bridge projects for
		 increased efficiencies saving up to $350,000 per bridge.

•
•
•
•

Legislative action is needed to continue moving innovation
forward …
Automated Speed Enforcement in work zones as a safety measure to
protect employees.
Automated Speed Enforcement on interstates to utilize variable speed
limits to better manage congestion.
Potential use of Alternative Technical Concepts to solicit innovative,
cost-effective solutions for design-build projects.
Possible use of Construction Manager/General Contractor as a
consultant in the design phase of projects to foster innovation,
mitigate risk, and improve cost control.

TRANSPORTATION &
INFRASTRUCTURE
BUILDINGS &
FACILITIES
Photo © RVOIII Photography

CONSTRUCTION
MANAGEMENT
ENERGY
SERVICES

Enduring. Driven. Visionary.
STV provides value- and quality-driven bridge and roadway designs throughout
Pennsylvania and the nation. Whether your project is design-build or traditional
delivery, we are committed to successful infrastructure design.
We are 100 percent employee-owned and, with a stake in the business, our
engineers and designers are motivated to satisfy our clients. We focus on what
matters most: personal attention, quality, and innovative thinking. Our steady
growth is proof-positive that we do it right, one successful project after another;
above: I-78 open road tolling in Northampton County.

Offices in Philadelphia,
Douglassville, Harrisburg, Pittsburgh,
and Williamsport
Contact: Leonard Smith, Jr., PE
(717) 545-2103
Leonard.Smith@stvinc.com
An employee-owned firm
Offices nationwide
www.stvinc.com

www.paconstructors.org
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2013 Transportation
Construction Market
Outlook: Modest Growth
by Dr. Alison Premo Black,
ARTBA Chief Economist

The U.S. transportation construction infrastructure market is
expected to show modest growth in 2013, increasing
3 percent from $126.5 billion to $130.3 billion. That’s
the key finding in ARTBA’s annual economic forecast.
Growth is expected in highway and street pavements, private work for driveways and parking lots, airport
terminal and runway work, railroads, and port and waterway construction. We predict the bridge market,
which has shown substantial growth over the last 10 years, to remain flat in 2013.
Photo Credit: Utah DOT
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The federal surface transportation program, combined with state and local government
transportation investments, are the most significant drivers of the national transportation
infrastructure construction market.
Let’s take a closer look at the 2013 numbers.

MAP-21’s Impacts
The pavements market will be sluggish in 2013, growing 2.8 percent to $58.4 billion. This
includes $47.7 billion in public and private investment in highways, roads, and streets, and
$10.7 billion in largely private investments in parking lots, driveways, and related structures.
With no new real federal funding in the 2012 MAP-21 surface transportation law, still
recovering state and local tax collections and modest new housing starts, the pavements
market will be uneven across the nation. Pavement work is anticipated to be down in 25
states. Growth above a 5 percent range is expected in 19 states. Major markets California and Texas will be down slightly from 2012, but will actually be returning to a normal
baseline level after several major project awards over the past several years.
There are at least two developments related to MAP-21 that could lead to
additional construction market activity in the sector in the short term and strengthen the
market in 2013 and 2014.
First, the law’s restructuring of the federal highway program offers state transportation
departments more flexibility in their use of federal funds. This could result in slightly

II.U.O.E.
.U.O.E. LOCAL
LOCAL 66
66

CONTRACTORS
CONTRACTORS •• DEVELOPERS
DEVELOPERS

Rt. 22, I-376 Bridge in Monroeville

The Operating Engineers are your one stop resource
for qualified and productive operating engineers and
heavy equipment mechanics.
Pipeline Project

WORKING WITH BUILDERS AND CONTRACTORS
TO BUILD A BETTER COMMUNITY

What can Local 66 do for you?
The best trained, most capable work force. Professional tradesmen and
tradeswomen have received the specialty training needed to meet the complex
challenges of your project.
Service you can count on. We’ll work with you to answer any questions or solve
any problems at your convenience.
Smart business know-how. You’ll benefit from our years of experience and a
proven track record we bring to the job.
Bottom-line, dollar-for-dollar value. Value is bringing the highest professional and
performance standards to your job site-from the beginning of a project to its
completion. We at Local 66 are committed to being the premier value provider of
operating engineers in the region.

Mellon Arena Demolition

VA Hospital in Oakland, PA

The Operating Engineers lead the nation in pipeline training.

I.U.O.E. Local 66 Headquarters • 111 Zeta Drive • Pittsburgh, PA 15238 • Ph (412) 968-9120

Visit us at www.iuoe66.org
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increased investment in highway, bridge, and pavement work above the
forecast in some states.  
Second, MAP-21’s expanded federal Transportation Infrastructure
Finance & Innovation Act (TIFIA) loan program could also boost
construction activity in some states.

Hurricane Sandy
While the economic costs of Hurricane Sandy are still being calculated, it’s
fair to say that major reconstruction work along the East Coast in states
that were affected by Hurricane Sandy will also be a market factor in 2013
across all modes. Additional federal, state, and local emergency funds for
rebuilding this infrastructure will be a boost as projects get underway.

Bridges & Tunnels
After a four-year run of significant market growth – reaching a recordhigh $28.5 billion in 2012 – the bridge and tunnel construction market
will cool off in 2013, likely remaining flat at about $28.2 billion. Our
forecast shows projects in eight states – California, Florida, Illinois, New
Jersey, New York, Pennsylvania, Texas, and Washington – will continue
to account for about half of the U.S. market activity in this sector. With
a number of major bridge projects on the horizon, however, the bridge
and tunnel sector should rebound smartly in 2014.

Ports & Waterways
One very bright spot will be U.S. port and waterway construction,
which will jump nearly 25 percent to $2.65 billion — driven largely
by expanded sea trade expected with completion of the Panama
Canal expansion project in 2015. Increased market activity is anticipated in California, Florida, Kentucky, Maryland, Massachusetts,
Mississippi, New Jersey, New Hampshire, New York, Texas, Virginia,
and Washington.

Airport Runways & Terminals
Airport runway and terminal construction is expected to show growth in
28 states, with sector growth overall of 4.5 percent, reaching $12.5 billion. Market-driving states include: Alaska, Arizona, California, Florida,
Illinois, New York, Ohio, Tennessee, and Texas. Funding for airport
projects is anticipated to increase over the next five years, largely tracking
growth in passenger enplanements.

Railroads, Light Rail & Subways
The U.S. railroad construction market, driven largely by private
investment in Class 1 freight tracks and structures, is expected to
grow just under 5 percent in 2013, reaching $10.4 billion from
$9.9 billion in 2012.

A helping hand with your land

L220 Skid Steer Loader

• 60 HP engine
• Widest skid steer cab
in the industry
• Improved rear visibility
• All weather performance
with attachments available

Used Equipment at Down to Earth Prices!
Skid Loaders - Tracked Skid Loaders - Wheeled

Industrial Equipment

Bobcat T300 (E) 80 HP KU diesel
CASE 440CT (E) 385 hrs
JD CT332 (E) 2006, 82 HP 5 cyl
NH C175 (E)(H)(3) 60 HP turbo
NH C185 (E) 651 hrs, 2007
NH C190 (E) 2531 hrs, 2008
NH LT185.B (H) 856 hrs, 2005

Bearcat 71020 (L) Chipper/Shredder
CAT 931B (E) 3100 hrs, 1983, 65hp
Clark C530 (E) Straight Mast Forklift
Hyster S80 (H) Straight Mast Forklift
Ingersoll Rand WL350 (E)
Innovator Tub Grinder (E) 300hp
JCB 520 Telehandler (A) 4WD
Kobelco LK300A (E) A.Wheel Loader

Industrial TLBs
CASE 580C (E) 5073 hrs, 62 HP
IH 3500A (E) 2WD, diesel
NH B95B (L) 1062 hrs, 2008

CASE 70XT (E)(H) 85 HP Cummins
CASE 90XT (E) 1687 hours, 2004
NH L175 (E)(H)(3) 60 HP turbo diesel
NH L180 (L) 1247 hours, 2006
NH L190 (E) 1850 hours, 2008
NH L213 (E)(2) 46 HP diesel

Excavators
JD 35C ZTS (E) 2028 hrs, 2004
KU KX121 (E)(2) 2005, 42 HP KU
KU U35 (L)1491 hrs, 2003, 28 HP
Takeuchi TB135 (E) 2006, 27.8 HP

Used Trailers
Eager Beaver 20HA (E) 20-Ton Tag
Equip Trailer (E) 14,000 lb. GVWR

Now Serving Four Locations!

• Abbottstown
• Elizabethtown
• Halifax
• Lancaster

MLMF100-01-107605-1

See Full Listing at www.messicks.com

800.222.3373 • www.messicks.com
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The uncertainty caused by the 33-month-long delay in passage of
MAP-21 will be felt in the subway and light rail markets. Construction activity is projected to be down by 8 percent. There will be some
bright spots, however. Based on recent contract awards, these states will
be moving forward on key transit projects: California, Florida, Georgia,
Hawaii, Illinois, Kansas, Massachusetts, New York, Oregon, Pennsylvania, Texas, and Washington.
The overall subway and light rail market should rebound in 2014, with
the federal funding certainty brought with enactment of MAP-21.

“Wild Card”
While the so-called “fiscal cliff ” situation was partially addressed by the
eleventh-hour passage of the American Taxpayer Relief Act of 2012,
the required across-the-board spending cuts in defense and non-defense
discretionary spending were simply delayed by two months until the end
of February. There remains substantial uncertainty as to whether and
how these spending cuts will be implemented with discussions ongoing between Congress and the Obama Administration. At this stage,
the federal aid highway program – which accounts for about half of the
highway and bridge construction market – and the airport improvement
program would not be impacted, but mass transit capital investment and
a host of transportation operational programs would be subject to the

roughly 8 percent reduction. This situation, however, remains very fluid
and there is no guarantee the federal transportation investment will not
take a bigger hit under an alternative plan. Furthermore, Congress must
by the end of March complete action on legislation to fund all federal
government activities, including the transportation programs, for the
second half of FY 2013.
The uncertainty stemming from these unresolved situations impacts
state and local finances, potentially causing governments to pull back or
delay transportation infrastructure projects. Individual businesses may
also delay capital and hiring decisions amid the uncertainty.    
The forecast uses an ARTBA econometric model that takes into account a
number of economic variables at the federal, state, and local level. It is measuring the public and private value of construction put in place, published by
the U.S. Census Bureau. The ARTBA estimate of the private driveway and
parking lot construction market is based on data from the U.S. Census Bureau’s
“Economic Business Census.”
The preceding article has been reprinted with permission from the American Road
& Transportation Builders Association (ARTBA). Associated Pennsylvania Constructors is an affiliate of ARTBA. For more information, visit www.artba.org.

when quality matters

T R ANSP O R TAT I O N
www.hdrinc.com

Call on The EADS Group for all your
Engineering, Architecture and Design Services.
We have the knowledge and expertise to see your
projects from concept through construction.

Forward Thinking
Pittsburgh
King of Prussia
Philadelphia
Bethlehem
Conshohocken
Dallastown

•
•
•
•
•
•

Design
Design-Build
Construction Engineering
Program Management
Construction Management
Geotechnical

800.626.0904 www.eadsgroup.com
Altoona - Clarion - Johnstown - Pittsburgh - Somerset - Cumberland

The Award-winning
Lewistown Narrows

225 North Shore Drive, Pittsburgh, PA 15212
412.807.2000 www.trumbullcorp.com
www.paconstructors.org
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USDOT’s Proposed New DBE
Rules – A Step Backward?
by James W. Kutz, Esquire,
McNees, Wallace & Nurick LLC
by Robert E. Latham, CAE,
APC Executive Vice President

Since 1976, with the
passage of the Local
Public Works Employment Act, it has been
national policy that
public works construction programs include
an element to encourage the inclusion of
James W. Kutz, Esquire minority- and femaleowned businesses. This
policy has evolved over
the years, but generally the goals of the
DBE (Disadvantaged
Business Enterprise)
program were to attract certifiable DBE
firms to enable and
assist them to grow
and develop within the
Robert E. Latham
safe harbor of the DBE
program, and to graduate them into the
broader, unsheltered market as financially
viable and technically proficient construction companies.
The construction industry has constantly
called for improvement of long-standing
programmatic implementation issues. These
include how goals should be set, over-concentration of DBEs and reverse discrimination
within the meaning of applicable Federal
Regulations, the meaning of key terms such as
“unreasonable” difference in price and “commercially useful function,” making “good faith
effort” less subjective, making certification
26
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databases more accurate and user friendly, and
better measuring and reporting DBE capacity.
The Federal DBE regulations (found in 49
C.F. R. Part 23), which are applicable to the
highway construction industry, have been in
existence in one form or another since 1980,
and have been reauthorized by various federal
funding statutes, including most recently by
MAP-21. To understand why many existing
portions of the DBE regulations are structured
the way they are, it is important to be aware
of how the courts have handled many legal
challenges to the DBE program. Like many
affirmative action programs established by
government bodies at all levels, the constitutionality of the federal DBE program has been
frequently challenged. These legal challenges
have largely been based on an alleged violation of the equal protection guarantees of the
United States Constitution. In 1995, in the
landmark case of Adarand Constructors Inc.
v. Pena, the United States Supreme Court
ruled that classifications relating to the federal
DBE program must undergo a “strict scrutiny”
analysis under the equal protection clause. Under a strict scrutiny analysis, in order for the
U.S. Department of Transportation (USDOT)
to justify the classification of DBEs versus
non-DBEs, it must demonstrate that: (1) the
classification furthers a compelling government interest, and (2) that the program is
“narrowly tailored” to advance that interest.
As a result of the Adarand decision and other
legal challenges, USDOT developed new
detailed regulations in 1998, which took effect

in March of 1999, presumably in an effort to
“narrowly tailor” the DBE program so it could
survive future constitutional challenges. One
of the key principles that courts have stressed
when considering whether a governmental
classification based on race is constitutional
within the context of a DBE program, is to
consider whether each individual state has
achieved the maximum means of DBE participation through “race neutral” means.
The USDOT on Sept. 6, 2012, published a
Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (“NPRM”)
related to several aspects of the DBE program
(Docket No. OST-2012-0147). The NPRM
process is used to obtain comments from
industry stakeholders and the public for consideration before a formal regulatory change
is finalized. The NPRM proposes many
significant changes to the DBE regulations.
APC provided comments to the NPRM as did
several hundred associations, companies, and
individuals.
As is reflected in many of the comments, if
anything, many aspects of the USDOT’s current proposal would have the exact opposite
effect of the stated goals of the program,
making the program less efficient; piling on
administrative costs for recipient agencies,
prime contractors, and DBE subcontractors
alike; and increasing the taxpayers’ price for
transportation improvement projects. At the
same time, these revisions would do little or
nothing to provide more opportunities for
actual or potential DBE subcontractors (and
again might have the exact opposite effect).

The proposed changes made by the NPRM
are extensive, and can be found in their
entirety on USDOT’s website. There are three
major categories of changes that the NPRM
addresses:
(1) Changes to several existing DBE forms,
		 including the Personal Net Worth form,
		 the DBE application form, and the State
		 DOT reporting form
(2) Modifications to the DBE certification
		process
(3) Modifications to numerous administra		 tive aspects of the DBE regulations,
		 including changes relating to good faith
		 efforts, counting requirements, timing
		 of DBE submissions, and proposed
		 mandatory contract provisions.

•

•

•

While there are a number of issues in the
NPRM of significant concern to all stakeholders in the highway construction industry,
APC’s comments focus primarily on the
proposed changes to the administration of the
program. The specific changes on which APC
provided comments to USDOT included:

•

• The proposed elimination of the use of
prequalification lists as a requirement of
certification (USDOT is suggesting that
non-prequalified firms be considered as part
of the pool of ready, willing, and able DBE
firms to perform work on a highway project,
even though those same firms are precluded,

•

•

•

•

at least in Pennsylvania, from working on
PennDOT projects)
The NPRM places significant limits on
how race-neutral participation will be
treated during the goal-setting process by
severely restricting the ability of the state
DOTs to adjust goals for race-neutral
participation (which is in direct
contravention to the directives of the
United States Supreme Court)
The NPRM allows USDOT to unilaterally
adjust a state’s goals if it disagrees with the
state’s goal-setting methodology
The NPRM mandates that state DOTs
use NAICS Codes when certifying DBEs,
notwithstanding the fact that a state’s work
codes or prequalification codes are frequently
different than the NAICS Codes, and that
the NAICS Codes are vague and ambiguous
The NPRM proposes eliminating the
regular dealer status (see below)
The NPRM proposes the elimination of a
public comment period after the state DOT
has published a goal-setting methodology
The NPRM suggests eliminating the sevenday-period-after-bid submission to submit
DBE information (see below)
The NPRM seeks to impose a requirement
that all bidders submit good faith efforts
information with their bids
The NPRM would require state DOTs to
add language to their contract declaring
that certain actions of a prime contractor,
such as failing to timely replace a DBE,

would constitute a “material breach of
contract,” thus allowing the state DOT
to default the prime contractor
• The NPRM would allow a state DOT
to avoid paying a contractor for work
performed if the prime contractor
performed work with its own forces that
was previously committed to the DBE,
unless prior consent of the state DOT
was obtained
In addition to voicing specific concerns with
all of the proposed changes listed above, APC
also offered the following general comments
on the NPRM:
(1) Many of the proposed changes are in
		 apparent conflict with the Supreme
		 Court’s directive to narrowly tailor the
		 DBE program and could result in a
		constitutional challenge
(2) Many of the changes in the NPRM
		 would result in significant administrative
		 burdens to all stakeholders, including
		 prime contractors, DBEs, and state
		 DOTs as recipients of federal funding
(3) Several of the proposed changes in the
		 NPRM would serve to reduce the pool of
		 ready, willing, and able DBEs (if, for
		 example, USDOT decides to eliminate
		 counting regular dealer participation
		 toward DBE participation)
(4) Several of the proposed changes include
		 one-sided, heavy-handed contract
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		 provisions that bear no relation to the
		 DBE program and would likely be
		 unenforceable if challenged in Court
(5) Several proposed changes in the
		 NPRM would conflict with existing
		Pennsylvania law
(6) If many of the changes in the NPRM
		 are adopted, PennDOT’s recent goal		 setting methodology, which is for the
		 2012-2014 period, would be rendered
		 useless and would have to be completely
		redone
While many industry stakeholders have voiced
significant concerns that the NPRM flies
in the face of the Supreme Court’s directives by discounting race-neutral participation during the goal-setting process, many of
the primary concerns raised by contractors
regard changes to the process once a job is put
out to bid. Specifically, there are significant
objections with respect to both the timing of
submission of DBE information from prime
contractors and with respect to the changes

ENGINEERS

regarding regular dealers. The current rule
allows state DOTs flexibility with regard to
when information pertaining to a bidder’s
DBE participation must be submitted. In
Pennsylvania, the apparent low bidder must
submit its “Attachment A,” which sets forth its
DBE commitments, within seven days of the
date of the bid opening. The proposed new
rule provides that, in virtually every case, all
competitors for a contract having a DBE goal
must submit all information about DBEs that
have been engaged for the project with their
original bid submission.
APC believes that the change proposed by the
NPRM to eliminate the seven-day period to
submit DBE commitments, and to require all
bidders to submit DBE information with the
bid, is ill advised for several reasons. First, it
places a significant additional administrative
burden on prime contractors to provide significantly more information during a bid stage
that is already too short in most instances.
Second, it imposes that administrative require-
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ment not just on the low bidder, but on all
bidders. Ultimately, these extra administrative
costs will result in higher bid prices. Third, the
elimination of the seven-day period potentially
places DBEs at a disadvantage. Contractors
receive dozens of quotes in the 24 to 48 hours
leading up to the bid, many of which are from
DBE firms. In making a decision as to which
items to subcontract and which firms to use,
there are many factors to consider. A prime
contractor on bid day is more likely to just
make sure the minimum DBE requirement is
met than a prime contractor with the benefit
of seven days to prepare its DBE information,
which will attempt to maximize participation
on the project. Finally, by limiting the time in
which a prime contractor may negotiate with
DBEs, the NPRM likely reduces opportunities for DBEs that can occur during post bid
submission when a contractor is attempting to
maximize its DBE participation.
The NPRM also suggests several possible
changes with respect to how DBE participation is counted, many of which pertain to the
concept of a “regular dealer” under the existing
DBE regulations. Currently, when an entity
is considered a regular dealer, and a prime
contractor commits to utilizing the regular
dealer on the project, the prime contractor
receives 60 percent credit for the value of the
goods and materials to be provided by the
regular dealer. The commentary in the NPRM
by USDOT suggests that the USDOT is
particularly concerned about the distinction
between which entities should be considered
regular dealers and which entities should be
more properly considered brokers or “transaction expediters.”
The NPRM suggests that the regular dealer
concept may be obsolete and that it may not
be appropriate to consider regular dealer credit
at the 60 percent level. The NPRM explains
that one consideration that has influenced
USDOT’s thinking is allowing a 60 percent
credit for regular dealers takes work away from
subcontractors by allowing prime contractors
to meet all or most of their goals through buying products from regular dealers.
APC believes that regular dealers do provide a
commercially useful function on PennDOT
projects, and that the value of that participation

is certainly at least 60 percent, and that USDOT should consider increasing the amount
of the credit, not decreasing it. A regular
dealer must select the appropriate material
based upon the design criteria, oversee its
production, and ensure timely delivery to
the project. Dealers also maintain inventory
and trucking to service the immediate needs
of contractors on highway projects. Regular
dealers make significant contributions to a
project’s timely completion, which cannot be
understated.
Additionally, APC believes USDOT and state
DOTs should not rely on prime contractors to
serve as their investigative arm to determine a
DBE’s proper “status” for counting purposes.
Prime contractors and subcontractors purchasing materials from a regular dealer should not
be put in the position of making their own
conclusions as to whether the entity from
which it purchases materials is a regular dealer
or a broker. That decision should be made before a contract is advertised by the state DOT,
to ensure a level playing field and to ensure
that the proper amount of credit is counted
toward the DBE requirements.
Similarly, APC does not agree that the limitations in the NPRM with respect to drop
shipping are appropriate. There are instances
in the industry when materials are routinely
drop shipped to the job rather than being sent
directly to a regular dealer’s yard and then
subsequently sent to the job. The blanket prohibition on drop shipping places DBE regular
dealers at a disadvantage from non-DBE
regular dealers.

While APC voiced many of the concerns of
its members to the NPRM, perhaps APC’s
biggest concern is that the NPRM appears
to be a significant step backwards in administering a program that is met with frequent
criticism. In order to meet the constitutional
mandates of maintaining a program that
is “narrowly tailored,” USDOT is required
to take all steps necessary to maximize the
race-neutral participation of DBE firms on
highway projects.
In Pennsylvania, APC has worked closely
with PennDOT and its consultants to attempt
to identify capable DBE firms in the market
place to properly calculate the number of those
firms that are truly ready, willing, and able
to perform aspects of PennDOT’s projects,
and to establish reasonable goals, which goals
consider all race-neutral participation. Significantly, race-neutral participation has increased
on PennDOT projects since the time the new
regulations were adopted in the late 1990s,
which has thus allowed PennDOT to reduce
the race-conscious portion of its goals accordingly. In order to meet the constitutional
mandates set forth by the Supreme Court,
a gradual reduction of the race-conscious
measures and the gradual increase in the raceneutral participation must occur. Otherwise,
the regulations imposing the race-conscious
goals are not “narrowly tailored,” which would
render them unconstitutional.

of goal-setting methodology meaningless, as
state DOTs would have to completely revise
their existing goal-setting process. If state
DOTs are eventually required to consider
non-prequalified firms as part of the pool of
ready, willing, and able DBE firms for highway projects, the likely result will be the establishment of unreasonably high race-conscious
goals, which will undoubtedly result in an
increased use of the good-faith efforts process.
This scenario, which would significantly delay
contract awards, is in direct contravention to
other stated goals of USDOT, such as “Every
Day Counts.”
Finally, APC also has a significant concern
that the NPRM appears to have been developed with virtually no industry input. In
its comments regarding the NRPM, APC’s
national association, the American Road and
Transportation Builders Association admonished the USDOT stating: “Much of the
content of this NPRM – both in tone and
substance – is very disappointing. It is also
disconcerting that, unlike with previous DBE
program proposals in the recent past, the
department did not consult with the transportation construction industry or otherwise
seek its input before publishing its NPRM.
Following the conclusion of the comment period, ARTBA hopes for a further, meaningful
dialogue with the USDOT, state transportation officials, and other stakeholder groups on
these important matters.”

If adopted, the regulatory changes set forth
in the NPRM would create significant
additional burdens on state DOTs and
contractors alike and would render years
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JBC Associates Receives National Recognition

Atkin Welcomed as Erdman Anthony Dept. Manager

Local construction management firm JBC Associates Inc. has garnered
national and regional recognition for its continuous growth during challenging economic times.

Erdman Anthony welcomes Jerron R. Atkin
II, PLS, CFedS, as manager of the Pennsylvania Geospatial Department.

In June, JBC Associates was recognized nationally by Engineering News
Record (ENR) magazine as a 2012 Top 100 Construction Managementfor-Fee firm. The list ranks an agency on CM fees for project-related
construction management projects. JBC Associates entered the list for
the first time in 2012 at No.88 based on its annual gross revenue for 2011.

Atkin holds a B.S. degree in construction
management from Weber State University.
The Carlisle resident has extensive experience managing survey projects and civil
engineering for natural gas in Utah and
Pennsylvania. He brings with him more than
Jerron R. Atkin II
12 years of experience, which includes: site
development, roadway construction, utility design, right-of-way corridor,
boundary analysis, topographic survey, and oil/gas exploration projects.

JBC Associates also joined The Zweig Letter “Hot Firm” list at No.20
and as the top Pennsylvania-headquartered firm on the list. The “Hot
Firm” list recognizes the fastest-growing architecture, engineering,
planning, and environmental consulting firms in the United States
and Canada.
Locally, JBC Associates was recognized by the Philadelphia 100 as one
of the fastest-growing, privately held businesses in the region, based
on verified revenue growth by the Wharton Small Business Development Center, the Entrepreneurs’ Forum of Greater Philadelphia, and
the Philadelphia Business Journal. JBC Associates previously made the
Philadelphia 100 list in 1995, 1996, and 2002.
When company CEO/Founder Janet B. Cunningham started the
construction management firm in 1988, she based the business on her
philosophy of doing your professional best and treating others with
respect. That philosophy has served the firm well, as JBC Associates
has averaged more than 20 percent annual growth the last 24 years.
JBC Associates was the construction manager for the new $60 million
Exit 320 Interchange of the Pennsylvania Turnpike, which opened in
early December 2012. The firm also provided construction management
and inspection services to PennDOT for the $118 million reconstruction
of I-476 (Blue Route) from I-76 (Schuylkill Expressway) to the MidCounty Interchange of the PA Turnpike.
JBC Associates is celebrating its 25th anniversary year in 2013.
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For nearly 60 years, Erdman Anthony has been providing infrastructure
engineering and support services to private industry and government
clients. The firm employs nearly 300 people, including 80 professional
engineers and licensed land surveyors, throughout its offices in Albany,
Buffalo, Hudson Valley, and Rochester, NY, Harrisburg and Pittsburgh,
West Palm Beach, Fla., and Portland, Maine. Erdman Anthony is one
of a relative handful of engineering consulting firms nationwide to have
earned ISO 9001 quality certification. For more information, visit the
firm’s website at www.erdmananthony.com.
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Urban Engineers Announces McGarrigel Promotion

William P. McGarrigel

Urban Engineers Inc. announced the
promotion of William P. McGarrigel, P.E.,
to regional design manager for Maryland,
Delaware, and New Jersey. He will be
responsible for generating business
development for all markets and services
in the three states. McGarrigel will also
continue to serve in his role as vice
president and office manager of the
firm’s Cherry Hill, N.J. location.

McGarrigel has more than 20 years of professional engineering
experience in the management, design, and planning of complex
transportation projects within the Northeast and Mid-Atlantic regions.
Having joined Urban in 1995, he has grown with the organization,
serving in a number of roles and providing services to a wide range of
clients focused in New Jersey, Delaware, and Pennsylvania. Within his
current role, McGarrigel has helped increase Urban’s presence in New
Jersey by growing the client base and expanding the list of services the
company provides. A graduate of The Pennsylvania State University,
McGarrigel is a member of the American Society of Highway Engineers.
Urban provides planning, design, and construction services for highways,
bridges, railroads, buildings, transit, airports, and ports, in addition to
environmental consulting. An ISO 9001:2008-certified firm, Urban
maintains 11 offices in Pennsylvania, New Jersey, New York, Maryland,
Delaware, Connecticut, and Texas.

PTC Hires Compton as Turnpike Chief
The Pennsylvania Turnpike Commission
(PTC) recently hired PennDOT Deputy
Secretary Mark Compton as its chief
executive. He assumed the post in February.
Compton replaces former CEO Roger Nutt
who resigned in October for health reasons.
Compton has directed several PennDOT
bureaus as deputy secretary, including infrastructure and operations, fiscal management,
Mark Compton
and human resources. He held other government posts that included stints as the state Department of Community
and Economic Development’s marketing director, as well as staff posts
under former Gov. Tom Ridge and former U.S. Rep. William Clinger,
(R-Warren).
Compton is no stranger to the highway industry, where he served as
director of government affairs for American Infrastructure Inc. prior to
continuing his career in the public sector. Compton is a former member
of the PHIA Board of Directors where he served prior to being named
PennDOT deputy secretary in 2011.
As chief executive, Compton will continue work to streamline operations
and modernize the agency. Among modernization projects the turnpike plans to convert to all-electronic tolling within five years. A study
released in spring 2012 predicted the move could reduce toll collection
costs at least $67 million a year; the agency‘s FY 2013 operating budget
is $326.7 million.
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Goodman Joins TPD

Two Programs – One Goal: To Save Lives

Traffic Planning and Design Inc. (TPD) is pleased to announce the addition of Michael Goodman to its Construction Services Team. Goodman brings more than 22 years of construction inspection experience to
TPD. He has NICET Level III certification in highway construction as
well as PennDOT Concrete and Bituminous Field Testing Technician
certifications. Goodman is also proficient in PennDOT’s Construction
Documentation System (CDS NextGen).

PennDOT has recently launched two, free safety programs, Emergency
Contact Information and Yellow Dot.

TPD’s Construction Services Team has successfully completed projects
with an array of clients, ranging from local municipalities to county governments to state agencies. TPD’s Team possesses knowledge of transportation construction inspection, having worked on structure, roadway,
sidewalk, trail, traffic signal, ADA, and streetscape projects.
Since 1989, TPD has demonstrated a commitment to providing exceptional staff benefits, including technology resources and flexible schedules
to encourage a healthy Work/Life Balance and aggressive Professional Development. From in-state offices in Pittsburgh, Pottstown, Harrisburg, and
Allentown, and a New Jersey office on the Camden Waterfront, TPD’s
90 members specialize in roadway and bridge design and inspection,
transportation planning, traffic signal system design, municipal transportation engineering services, environmental permitting/services, construction
management and inspection, and contractor services/design/build. TPD
can provide site-specific, individualized expertise for each project. For
more information, visit www.TrafficPD.com.

In announcing the programs, Gov. Tom Corbett said, “When someone is
in a crash or they find themselves in an emergency situation, it’s critical
that emergency responders quickly find out as much as they can about
the victim.” That is exactly what these programs are designed to do.
Both potentially life-saving programs are easy to use:
Yellow Dot – participants fill out the program
form with their emergency contact, medical
contact, and medical information, insert it in
the program’s folder and then place it in their
vehicle’s glove compartment. Participants then
place a yellow dot sticker on their vehicle’s rear
window. This sticker alerts emergency responders
to check a vehicle’s glove compartment for the folder, helping emergency
responders provide specific care to participants after a crash.
Emergency Contact – The Emergency Contact
Information program offers Pennsylvania driver’s
license and PennDOT-issued ID holders the
opportunity to log into a secure database and list
two emergency contacts. Customers can update
the information as needed, but only law enforcement officials can view their information in the system. In the event of
an emergency, law enforcement can use the participant’s ID to find their
emergency contact information.                   
Visit www.YellowDot.pa.gov to find locations where you can pick up
packets in person, or where to submit a request via email. For further
information on the Emergency Contact Information program, visit
www.dmv.state.pa.us and click on the Emergency Contact Information
icon.
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Pennoni Associates Hires Castellone as Sr. Engineer
Pennoni Associates, an ENR Top 100 engineering, design, and consulting firm with
offices in Monroeville and Uniontown, is
pleased to announce that Anthony Castellone, P.E., P.T.O.E., has been hired as a senior
transportation engineer in the firm’s Uniontown office. He previously served as a senior
project manager for McMahon Associates.
Castellone has more than 28 years of experience in transportation engineering including
ITS design, transportation planning analysis, highway capacity analysis, traffic signal design, signing, pavement markings, and coordinated
system signal timing. He is a registered professional engineer in seven
states, and serves on the boards of the local chapters of the Intelligent
Transportation Society of America and the American Society of Highway Engineers. Castellone has professional traffic operations engineer
certification, published an article on neighborhood traffic management
for the ITE Journal, and is IMSA certified as a traffic signal technician
and signing and pavement marking specialist. He received his B.S. in
civil engineering from the University of New Hampshire and an MBA
from the University of Rhode Island. Castellone is a fellow member of
ITE and served as MASITE’s president in 2003.
Anthony Castellone

Wagman Accomplishes First Large
“Bridge on Wheels” Project
G.A. & F.C. Wagman Inc. served as general contractor in the first
“Bridge on Wheels” project in Maryland.
G.A. & F.C. Wagman Inc. was awarded the $4.6-million project in
January 2012 from the Maryland State Highway Association (MDSHA) and construction started in May 2012. The contract included the
construction of two replacement bridges on the MD 295 median and a
coordinated bridge move to remove the old structures along West Nursery Road over MD 295 and replace it with the two new bridge decks.
The old bridges weighed approximately 300 tons each and were constructed in 1948 without shoulders or bicycle lanes. The new bridges,
which were constructed in three months, are approximately 70 feet long
and weigh about 500 tons apiece. The new bridges have 5 feet-wide
bicycle compatible shoulders.
A SPMT (Self Propelled Modular Transporter) system consisting of
144 wheels and 36 axles was assembled onsite and used to move the old
bridges during Friday night closures and placing the new bridges during
Saturday night closures.
Continued on page 34
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The bridge replacement over northbound MD 295 on
November 2 and 3
marked the first use of
SPMTs in Maryland
for a large structure
replacement. As stated
in a MDSHA release,
“Not only was this
an historical first for
November 10, 2012, “Bridge on Wheels” was
Maryland, it proved to
placed, secured, and opened to traffic hours later. –
be an incredibly effiPhotography by Multivista
cient operation,” noted
SHA Administrator Melinda B. Peters. “The new bridge was removed
from the construction staging area, rolled down MD 295 and secured
in place in under three hours. Within eight hours we had all roads reopened to traffic. This was a tremendous testament to our engineers and
contractors who overcame several early obstacles in demonstrating the
promise this bridge replacement technology can hold for Maryland.”

MDSHA chose to champion this delivery system to reduce the closures
on the heavily traveled corridors surrounding Baltimore Washington
International Airport. While this project involved overnight closures over
two weekends, traditional construction methods would have involved
prolonged road closures and months of construction.
To learn more about SPMT technology and its benefits visit: www.fhwa.
dot.gov/bridge/abc/spmts.cfm and www.fhwa.dot.gov/bridge/abc/spmtbenefits.cfm.

SPMT technology has been used in Europe, Asia, and Canada and is
gaining interest in the United States.
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